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The average remaining life of an asset in 
the offered portfolio is 5.6 years with the 
two charted CN assets not due to expire 
until 2027. Due to patent term 
adjustments, the US granted patents 
have an estimated remaining life of 7.6 
years.
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Family 7 Key Asset: US7936729B2
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Patent Title: Distribution method of channelization code in code division 
multiple access system

Application US11/721,323 Est. Expiry Aug 31, 2028

Priority Dec 8, 2004 PTA 998 Days

Abstract: The invention discloses a distribution method of channelization code in code 
division multiple access system, which including: A. the spread spectrum codes distributed 
to every sector and the correlated coefficients between the spread spectrum codes 
distributed to every neighboring sector are calculated according to the cellular codes and 
the channelization codes distributed to every sector, when the network is programmed; 
B. every sector is divided into different regions and the edge region of every sector is 
formed; C. the priority of which every channelization code is at the edge region of every 
sector is decided according to the correlated coefficients between the spread spectrum 
codes distributed to every neighboring sector; D. the position information of user is real-
time calculated during the operation of system, and which region the user positioned in 
sector is determined according to the position information; E. according to the region at 
which the user positioned and the decided priority of which every channelization code is 
at the edge region of every sector, distribute the channelization codes to every user. The 
method of the invention can reduce the same-frequency interference of the edge region 
of sector due to the correlation of the spread spectrum codes, so as to improve the 
communication quality of which the users are at the edge regions of the sectors.

Family Members: 
WO2006060958A1|CN1787416A|US20080205347A1|KR20070086207A| 
CN100534021C|
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Family 7 Key Claim: US7936729B2, Claim 1
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1. A method for allocating channelization codes in a CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) 

system, comprising:

A. computing spread spectrum codes allocable in each sector according to a cellization code 

and a channelization code that are allocated to each sector during the network planning of a 

CDMA system, computing the correlativity between spread spectrum codes of adjacent sectors, 

and obtaining a correlation coefficient between the spread spectrum codes allocable in each pair 

of adjacent sectors;

B. performing region division on each sector, and marking out the edge region of each sector;

C. determining a priority of each channelization code corresponding to the spread spectrum 

code of each adjacent sector in the edge region of each sector, according to the correlation 

coefficient between the spread spectrum codes allocable in each pair of adjacent sectors;

D. computing a location information of a user by the system in real time during the operation of 

the CDMA system, and determining to which region of the sector the user pertains according to 

the location information; and

E. allocating a channelization code to each user by the system according to the region to which 

each user pertains and the priority of each channelization code in the edge region of each sector 

determined in step C.
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Family 8 Key Asset: US8180354B2
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Title: Method for allocating radio resource in multi-carrier time division 
duplex mobile communication system

Application US11/662,724 Est. Expiry Feb 6, 2028

Priority Sep 13, 2004 PTA 877 Days

A method for distributing wireless resource in multicarrier time division 
duplexing mobile communication system, such as TD-CDMA system, to 
overcome the shortage of 3GPP single carrier cell channel distribution 
technology of covering more lager area in composing cellular system, 
which contains using an area of covering same or almost same as a cell, 
selecting one carrier as main carrier and other carriers as auxiliary carrier, 
the frequency of main carrier is as different as possible, setting all public 
control channel in main carrier, the left resource of main carrier and 
resource of auxiliary carrier are used in uplink and downlink service 
channel, the arrangement of public channel in main carrier is same with 
that in single carrier cell.

Family Members: 
WO2006029568A1|CN100375561C|KR20070053803A|US20080287137A1
|CN1750703A|
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Family 8 Key Claim: US8180354B2, Claim 1
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1. A radio resource allocating method for a multi-carrier time division duplex 

mobile communication system, comprising:

regarding a same or approximately same area served by and covered by a multi-

carrier base station as one cell;

in the cell, selecting one carrier as a main carrier and taking other carriers as 

auxiliary carriers; and

arranging common control channels in the main carrier and using remaining 

resources of the main carrier and resources of the auxiliary carrier for uplink and 

downlink traffic channel;

wherein arranging common control channels in the main carrier comprises 

transmitting downlink pilot signals on the main carrier and performing random 

access on the main carrier; and when selecting the main carrier of the cell, 

frequencies of the main carriers used by neighboring base stations are made 

different.
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Family 9 Key Asset: US8018879B2
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Title: Wireless transmission method of using efficient high performance 
frame structure in wideband TDD system

Application US11/886,193 Est. Expiry Mar 12, 2028

Priority Mar 11, 2005 PTA 804 Days

The present invention provides a method of wireless transmission using a high-
efficiency and high-performance frame structure used by the broadband TDD 
system, wherein the method includes: dividing a sub-frame with a fixed length 
into N+1 basic slots and three special slots, wherein one basic slot is used to 
transmit broadcast or paging information of a cell and N basic slots are used to 
transmit service information in the downlink and uplink; combining several basic 
slots in the N basic slots to a spreading slot when a transmitting rate of a single 
slot needs to be improved and using the spreading slot to transmit and spread 
high rate services with a matching slot length. The present invention proposes a 
developing direction for the TDD system in the beyond 3G. With this frame 
structure to perform the wireless transmission, services at different data rates can 
be provided and the ability of transmitting at different rates up to 100 Mbps when 
the system bandwidth is 5 MHz, 10 MHz or 20 MHz respectively only by changing 
the length of the slot, combining basic slots into different multiples of spreading 
slots, adopting different modulation mode and spreading coefficient.

Family Members: 
WO2006094442A1|CN1832378A|US20080240002A1|CN1832378B
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Family 9 Key Claim: US8018879B2, Claim 1
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1. A method of wireless transmission using a high-efficiency and high-performance frame structure in a 

broadband TDD system, comprising:

dividing one sub-frame into several basic slots and several special slots;

determining the number of the basic slots to determine the length of the basic slots so as to combine the basic 

slots into extended slots and to determine a modulation mode, a correction coding mode and a spreading 

coefficient used in different basic slots and extended slots so as to provide wireless transmission for services 

with different transmission rate and different transmission quality requirements; and

using, by a transmitter in the broadband TDD system, one of the several basic slots to transmit broadcast or 

paging information of a cell and using, by the transmitter, the others of the several basic slots to transmit 

service information, wherein,

part of the basic slots used to transmit service information is configured as several extended slots, wherein, 

each of the several extended slots is derived by combining at least two basic slots used to transmit service 

information;

the transmitter uses the other part of the basic slots and the several extended slots to transmit services 

requiring different transmission rates, respectively; and

when a bandwidth of the broadband TDD system is changed, the transmitter is capable of using the other 

part of the basic slots and the several extended slots to transmit the services in the event that appropriate 

modulation modes, correction coding modes and spreading coefficients are determined for the other part of 

the basic slots and the several extended slots respectively,

wherein adjusting the spreading coefficient and the multiple of the basic slots constituting the extended slots 

corresponding to one modulation mode when the number of the basic slots is fixed is able to satisfy 

requirements of the system for different data rate transmission abilities within 100 Mbps when the system 

bandwidths are 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 20 MHz respectively.
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Family 12 Key Asset: US8570882B2
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Title: Method and device for power control in HSDPA

Application US12/374,823 Est. Expiry Nov 14, 2028

Priority Jul 24, 2006 PTA 493 Days

Abstract: The method for power control in HSDPA includes Step A, the UE with 
the highest priority and having data to be transmitted is selected according to the 
algorithm, the channel resource is distributed to the UE, and the original power 
level is set. Step B, the transmission power is deduced when the channel quality 
meets the condition; Otherwise the CQI is checked, if the value of CQI is under the 
highest rate level, or the data is the re-transmitting data, the transmission power 
is increased, or the power is kept the same level. Step C, channel resource and the 
UE with the highest priority are checked, if there exist, then go to step B, 
otherwise the method is ended. So the redundant power can be used when 
several UEs are controlled at the same time, the efficiency and the throughput 
performance are improved, and the interface is reduced. The device for power 
controlling is given at the same time.

WO2008014703A1|CN101114851A|EP2051398A1|KR20090033477A|US2
0100002596A1|CN101114851B|EP2051398A4|JP2009545217A|JP505159
6B2|EP2051398B1*|KR101082198B1

*DE, GB, FR
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Family 12 Key Claim: US8570882B2, Claim 1
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1. A method for power control in High Speed Downlink Packet Access, comprising:

determining by a data scheduling unit whether environment of a channel for a User 

Equipment is favorable, and if the environment of the channel is favorable, 

decreasing transmission power of a High Speed Downlink Shared Channel, wherein 

in the case that a Transmit Power Control command word sent by the User 

Equipment through an uplink Dedicated Physical Channel is detected by the Base 

Station, and the Transmit Power Control command word always instructs the Base 

Station to decrease the transmission power within a statistic period, the environment 

of the channel for the User Equipment is determined as favorable;

otherwise,

monitoring by the data scheduling unit a Channel Quality Indicator returned by the 

User Equipment,

increasing the transmission power of the High Speed Downlink Shared Channel if 

the Channel Quality Indicator is lower than the highest rate level supported by the 

User Equipment or data for retransmission is sent, and

maintaining the transmission power of the High Speed Downlink Shared Channel 

unchanged if the Channel Quality Indicator is equal to the highest rate level 

supported by the User Equipment and new data is sent.
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Family 14 Key Asset: CN101359947B
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Title: Broadcast beam forming method and device of multi-antenna array 
system

Application 200710119712.5 Est. Expiry Jul 30, 2027

Priority Jul 30, 2007 Forward
Citations

14

Abstract: The present invention relates to a broadcast beamforming technology in 
mobile communication technology, in particular to a broadcast beamforming 
method and device of a multi-antenna array system. The present invention is used 
to solve the technical problem that a broadcast beam covering the entire sector 
cannot be formed when the number of antenna elements in the prior art is small. 
The antenna array of the present invention includes at least two antenna sub-
arrays. The coverage area allocated by each antenna sub-array is divided into 
several areas according to the cell/sector range to be covered by the multi-
antenna array. One or more antenna sub-arrays Responsible for covering an area, 
using broadcast beamforming coefficients optimized for the coverage area 
allocated by each antenna sub-array to weight the signals to be transmitted in the 
antenna sub-arrays, and then transmit through each antenna sub-array. The 
invention has the characteristics of wide broadcast coverage, good coverage 
effect, strong interference suppression ability and the like.
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Family 14 Key Claim: CN101359947B, Claim 8
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8. —种多天线阵列系统的广播波束赋形装置，其特征在于，包括：天线阵列，
包含至少两个天线子阵，用于发射广播信号；赋形系数设置单元，用于设
定和存储根据每个天线子阵所分配覆盖区域进行广播波束 优化得到的所述
至少两个天线子阵中各个天线的广播波束赋形系数； 赋形发射单元，用于
依据所述各个天线的广播波束赋形系数对所述至少两个天线子阵 中的各天
线待发送信号分别加权，然后通过各天线进行发射。

8.A broadcast beamforming device for a multi-antenna array system, comprising:

An antenna array comprising at least two antenna sub-arrays for transmitting a 

broadcast signal;

a shaping coefficient setting unit, configured to set and store a broadcast 

beamforming coefficient of each of the at least two antenna sub-arrays obtained by 

performing broadcast beam optimization according to the allocated coverage area 

of each antenna sub-array;

The shaping transmitting unit is configured to separately weight the signals to be 

transmitted of the antennas in the at least two antenna sub-arrays according to the 

broadcast beamforming coefficients of the respective antennas, and then transmit 

the signals through the antennas.
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Family 17 Key Asset: CN101262626B
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Title: MBMS channel transmission method and system, network and 
terminal

Application 200710064185.2 Est. Expiry Mar 5, 2027

Priority Mar 5, 2007 Forward
Citations

28

Title: The invention discloses a channel transmission method for multimedia 
broadcast multi-broadcast service. The channel transmission method comprises 
the steps that a network side sends broadcast information which indicates MCCH 
configuration to a terminal; the terminal monitors corresponding MCCH according 
to the received configuration information; the network side adds dispatching 
information to the configuration information on the MCCH and sends the 
configuration information to the terminal; and the terminal determines 
corresponding MTCH according to the configuration information and receives 
data. The invention also discloses a system, the network side and the terminal of 
the MBMS, wherein, the dispatching information comprises the transmission 
identification of the MBMS, the starting line and the ending line of the 
transmission and the transmission period. By utilizing the invention, the signal 
channel resources can be saved when the service of TV programs, etc. are 
transmitted, redundant signaling processes can be avoided, furthermore, a user 
access period can be shortened and user experience is improved.
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Family 17 Key Claim: CN101262626B, Claim 1
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1. 一种多媒体广播多播业务的信道传输方法，其特征在于，包括： 网络侧发送指示MCCH配
置信息的广播消息到终端；终端根据接收到的配置信息监听相应的MCCH ；网络侧在MCCH上
的配置信息中增加与调度MTCH相关的MBMS传输标识、传输起始点和传输时长信息，并将该
配置信息发送到终端；终端根据配置信息确定相应的MTCH，接收数据。

1. A channel transmission method for multimedia broadcast and multicast services is characterized 

in that it comprises:

The network side sends a broadcast message indicating MCCH configuration information to the 

terminal;

The terminal monitors the corresponding MCCH according to the received configuration 

information;

The network side adds the MBMS transmission identifier, transmission start point and transmission 

duration information related to scheduling MTCH to the configuration information on the MCCH, 

and sends the configuration information to the terminal;

The terminal determines the corresponding MTCH according to the configuration information and 

receives data.
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Family 22 Key Asset: CN101453307B
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Title: Data receiving status information feedback method and system 
under time division duplexing mode

Application 200710178652.4 Est. Expiry Dec 3, 2027

Priority Dec 3, 2007 Forward
Citations

3

Title: The invention discloses a method and a system for feeding back data 
receiving state information in a time-division duplex mode, and network 
equipment and user equipment. The method is used for transmission service of 
small data packages which are changed at a small code rate, and comprises: the 
user equipment receives a control instruction indicated by the network 
equipment, wherein the control instruction comprises receiving information of 
data transmitted by the network equipment on a high-speed physical downlink 
shared channel; and the user equipment feeds back control information to the 
network equipment through an uplink control channel of a reinforced special 
transmission channel, wherein the control information comprises state 
information of the data which is transmitted by the network equipment and 
received by the user equipment on the high-speed physical downlink shared 
channel. The method and the system, the network equipment and the user 
equipment can reduce and control the channel load and save the resource 
overhead on the high-speed shared information channel.
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Family 22 Key Claim: CN101453307B, Claim 1
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1. 一种时分双工模式下数据接收状态信息的反馈方法，用于小码率变化的小数据

包传输业务，其特征在于，包括如下步骤：用户设备接收网络侧设备指示的控制
信令，所述控制信令包括网络侧设备将在高速物理下行共享信道上发送的数据的
接收信息；用户设备经增强专用传输信道的上行控制信道向网络侧设备反馈控制
信息，所述控制信息包括用户设备在高速物理下行共享信道上接收所述网络侧设
备发送数据的状态信息。

1. A feedback method of data reception status information in time division duplex 

mode, used for small data packet transmission service with small code rate change, 

which is characterized by comprising the following steps:

The user equipment receives control signaling indicated by the network side device, 

where the control signaling includes reception information of data that the network side 

device will send on the high-speed physical downlink shared channel; 

The user equipment feeds back control information to the network side device via the 

uplink control channel of the enhanced dedicated transmission channel, and the control 

information includes status information of the user equipment receiving data sent by the 

network side device on the high-speed physical downlink shared channel. 
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